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CONCLUSIONS OF THE SESSIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL (1975 - 1990)
Copenhagen. and December 1982

Session of the European Council

Copenhagen, 3 and 4 December 1982

Conclusions

The economic and sodal situation

'The European Council welcomes the report from the General Affairs Council on the im-

plementation, so far, of the economic strategy thai it bad itself laid down in March and June. In par-
ticular, it reaffirms the detailed conclusions from the Joint Council of 16 November 1982 and the
Omocil (Economic and Financial Affairs) of 15 November 1982.

The European Council fully endorses the need for a comprehensive strategy for achieving a
marked improvement in the employment situation through the creation 

of durable new jobs. The

implementation of this strategy must be continued comprising a broad range of interlinked and mu-
tually supportive economic and social policies both at Community and national level.

To this end the European Council agrees on the following priority goals:

'II re-establisbing economic stability;

III taking into account the degree of stability achieved, encouraging productive
activity, and contributing to economic recovery and structural improvement,
particularly through continued reduction of interest rates and through support
for productive investments, especially in innovative sectors;

creating more employment opportunities and professional training possibilities
for young people to permit a fulfilment of their justified aspirations. In this
connection it is important that they are given a chance to take advantage 

of the

opportunities of tomorrow s high-technology industries;

III exploring carefully the possibilities for greater flexibility offered by the
reorganization of working time and mobility of labour;

'II strengthening the common market and intensifying action to eliminateprac-
tices and measures which restrict trade and distort competition;
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III pursuing a vigorous energy policy with a view to saving energy and diversi-
fying supply;

III strengthening the European Monetary System; increasing international coopera-
tion and coocertation in the field of monetary and financial policy and trade
policy.

The European Council agrees that a time-scale for specific actions at Community level
should be established to complement the parallel efforts being undertaken nationally by each Mem-
ber State. It therefore instructs the Council:

to decide, before the end of March 1983, on the priority measures proposed by
the Commission to reil1force the .intemal m~et;

Q . to speed up the adoption of the Commission s current and forthcoming propo.
sals in the field of research, innovation and energy;

to agree rapidly and before the next European Council on the Commission
proposal to expand the NCI by a further 3 000 million ECU;

to give urgent consideration at me next Council (Social Affairs) to the Commis-
sion s proposals for ways and means to ensure young people professional train-
ing or a first work experience, and on the reorganization of wodcing lime.

The Council (General Affairs) will report to the European Council in March on the
implementation of this work programme.

E~largement

The European Council reaffirms its political commitment to the enlargement of the Com-
munity with Spain and Portugal. The European Council asks the Council (General Affairs) to press
ahead with the negotiations with both countries as rapidly as possible.

The European Council welcomes the inventory presented by the Commission, which in its
view constitutes a new impulse to the enlargement process.

The European Council stresses the importance of rapid progress within the Community on a
number of important issues in order 10 1:lcililate 11 harmonious emargementof the Community. In
particular, the European Council asks the Council (Agriculture) to complete urgently and before
March 1983 the revision of existing roles for certain Mediterranean agricultural products on the
basis of Commission proposals.

The European Council invites the Commission to explore with the two candidate countries
the introduction of certain measures in these countries before accession in order to prepare their
economy for accession in particularly sensitive sectors.
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The European Council asks the Council (General Affairs) to examine the issues set out in the
Commission s inventory with a view to balanced decisions.

A report on progress will be submitted for its next session.

Relations with nmD=member countries

The European Council stresses that the overriding priority for the Community s economic
and commercial relations with other industrialized countries will be the strengthening of inter-
national cooperation in all major areas to counteract recession, with particular emphasis on a
return to a stable monetary, financial and trade situation.

The European Co\UKil slatcN Ihe wadiness of Member StateN 10 work fot a subslllntinl in-
crease of IMP quotas and their determination to contribute to an early decision to this effect.

The European Council welcomes the outcome of the GATT ministerial meeting and confinns
the Community s readiness to take part constructively in the continuing work within the GATT.

The European Council recalls its conclusions of June that a genuine and effective dialogue
should take place between the United States and the Community in areas of possible dispute. The
European Community is determined to pursue a constructive dialogue in the appropriate form with
a view to ensuring solid and confident relations between the Community and the United States.

It notes with satisfaction the EC/US arrangement on steel and the lifting of United States
sanctions related to the Siberian pipeline.

With regard to relations with Japan the European Council was informed on the work already
done by the Commission, and it expects the Council (General Affairs) at its session in December
to take .decisions on the various ways and means of improving commercial relations between Japan
and the Community.

The Community bas successfully remained united in the face of difficult problems over re-
cent months. The European Council is convinced that unified and coherent Community positions
are more than ever indispensable to achieving the objectives set out above.

The European Council welcomes the work undertalcen within the Council on the recent im-

portant Commission initiative in the field of the Community s relations with developing countries.
It stresses the importance of proceeding from this stage towards proposals to be followed up by
Council decisions on priority questions such as the negotiations for the new ACP Convention.

There is agreement on the urgent need to bring about an improvement of developing coun-
tries ' ability to cope with their economic and financial problems. This will be an important factor
in favour of international economic recovery.
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Common fisheries policy

The Council noted the progress made in the negotiations about a common fisheries policy. It
emphasized the need for agreement at the meeting of the Council of Fisheries Ministers on 21 De-
cember.

East u West relations

The EUTOpean Council reviewed recent developments in East-West relations.

Following the change of leadership in the Soviet Union the Govemments of the Ten emphasi-
zed that their relations with that country will continue to be based on the same principles of firm-
ness and dialogue. They call upon the Soviet Union to make the necessary contributions to
improve confidence in international affairs. The TeD are ready to respond positively to such
efforts and to work together with the Soviet Union and the countries of Eastern Europe for a
more constrUctive East-West relationship.

Therefore, the European Council expressed the hope that all participating States in the CSCE

meeting in Madrid would take the necessary decisions to permit the meeting to arrive at an early
and positive conclusion.

With this in mind, the Ten confumedtheir commitment to real progress in Madrid by
negotiating a substantial and balanced concluding document which will contain a precise mandate
fOT a conference on disarmament in Europe as well as further progress within the human dimen-

sion of the Helsinki Final Act. In doing so they will cooperate with other allied and friendly States
including the neutral and non-aligned participating States.

Poland

The European Council discussed recent developments in Poland and noted with regret that a
large number of persons remain in detention, that martial law continues, and that the free trade
union, Solidarity, has been dissolved

It also noted, however, that the recent release of some internees, including the leader of Soli-
darity, might constitute a step towards the fulfilment of the appeal made by the Ten on 4 January
1.982.

The Ten will continue to follow developments in Poland closely and in particular study the
implications of the possible lifting of martial law, induding the conditions under wbich this will
take place.
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Afghanistan

The European Council in particular expressed the view that the new Soviet leadership would
make an important contribution to the improvement of international relations in general and of
East-West relations in particular by fe-assessing its position on the question of Afghanistan. It en-
Jorsed the venlict of the international community on the situation in Afghanistan, embodied in the
fourth successive vote of the General. Assembly of the United Nations. The people of Afghanistan
~ould be permitted to regain their national sovereignty and independence and the status of a non-
aligned State.

It expressed its readiness to support any realistic efforts to achieve a political solution and re-
;alled the European Council proposal of 30 June 1981 for a comprehensive settlement of the con-
flict.

fhe situation in the Middle East, including Lebanon

Following a report by the Presidency on recent contacts, the European Council discussed
~vents in the Middle East, where two aspects in particular continue to cause deep concern.

First, as regards the Arab-Israeli conflict, too European Council expressed its disappointment
It the delay in grasping the political opportunity created by the initiative contained in President
Reagan s speech on 1 September 1982, and the will to peace expressed in the declaration of Arab
!-leads of State meeting at Fez on 9 September 1982.

It called uponeacb of the parties to assume its international responsibilities without further
hesitations. It expects each of the parties to cease to ignore the United Nations Security Council
resolutions and explicity make known their approval of these resolutions.

Secondly, the European Council continued to view the situation in Lebanon with the greatest
concern. It particularly noted that in spite of the various efforts made by the negotiators on the
spot, no significant progress had yet been achieved towards the withdrawal of the Israeli, Syrian
and other foreign f9rces.

The persistence .of this situation would constitue a threat to 100 integrity and unity of Leba-
non, carrying serious dangers for the whole region.

The withdrawal of foreign forces could be of a progressive nature, but should take place
within a fixed and short period of time under conditions which would permit the Lebanese
authorities to exercise fully their rights of sovereignty over all of Lebanon.

The Ten bave already demonstrated their willingness to contribute to the solution of the pro-
blems, especially by giving their support to the UN forces and UN observers established by the
Security Council as well as the multinational force in Beirut to which two of their number contri-
bute. The Ten and the Community are equally prepared to continue to contribute to the reconstruc-
tion of Lebanon.
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European Council in Copenhagen

1.2. 1. The final European Council of the
year took place in Copenhagen on 3 and 4
December with Mr Poul Schluter, the Danish
Prime Minister, in the chair. Like Mr Amin-
tore Fanfani , the Italian Prime Minister, and
Mr Helmut Kohl, Chancellor of the Federal
Rept~blic of Germany, Mr Schluter was at-
tending his first European Council. Mr
Thorn and Mr Ortoli represented the Com-
mission.

The European Council discussed the
economic and social situation, the accession

negotiations with Spain and Portugal and re-
lations with the United States and japan. As
regards the economic and social situation
the European Council drew up a timetable
for certain specific sectors such as the streng-
thening of the internal market, research, in-
novation and energy, the establishment of
NCI III, young people and the reorganiza-
tion of working hours. The European Coun-
cil' political commitment to enlargement
was reaffirmed, and the Council was asked
to complete the revision of the market or-
ganizations for Mediterranean products 
March 1983. As regards relations with the

Bull. EC 12- 1982

United States and japan, the European
Council stressed that overriding priority
should be given to strengthening internation-
al cooperation to combat the recession and
that a genuine and effective dialogue should
be launched between the United States and
the Community.
As for political cooperation questions, decla-
rations were made on East-West relations,
Poland, Afghanistan, and the situation in the
Middle East (including Lebanon).
The discussions were based on three Com-
mission communications (the Community
economic and social situation; investment;
the problems posed by enlargement) and on

the Commission report on European
Union.

Community problems:
the Presidency s conclusions

1.2.2. At the end of the meeting, the Pres-
idency issued the following statement on the
economic and social situation, enlargement
relations with non-member countries and the
common fisheries policy.
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The economic and social situation

1.2.3. The European Council welcomes the re-
port from the General Affairs Council on the im-
plementation, so far, of the economic strategy
that it had itself laid down in March and June. In
particular, it reaffirms the detailed conclusions
from the Joint Council of 16 November 1982
and the Council (economic and financial affairs)
of 15 November 1982.

The European Council fully endorses the need for
a comprehensive strategy for achieving a marked
improvement in the employment sitUation
through the creation of durable new jobs. The
implementation of this strategy must be continued
comprising a broad range of interlinked and
mutually supportive economic and social policies
both at Community and national1evel.

To this end the European Council agrees on the
following priority goals:

.. re-establishingeconomicstability;

taking into account the degree of stability
achieved, encouraging productive activity, and
contributing to economic recovery and structural
improvement, particularly through continued re-
duction of interest rates and through support for
productive investments, especially in innovative
sectors;

creating more employment opportunities and
professional training possibilities for young peo-
ple to permit a fulfilment of their justified aspira.
tions.. In this connection it is important that they
are given a chance to take advantage of the op-

portunities of tomorrow s high-technology indus-

tries;
I) exploring carefully the possibilities for greater
flexibility offered by the reorganization of work-
ing time and mobility of labour;
I) strengthening the common market and inten-
sifying action to eliminate practices and measures
which restrict trade and distort competition;
I) pursuing a vigorous energy policy with a view

to saving energy and diversifying supply;

strengthening the European Monetary System;
increasing international cooperation and concerta-
tion in the field of monetary and financial policy
and trade policy.

The European Council agrees that a time-scale for
specific actions at Community level should be es-
tablished to complement the parallel efforts being
undertaken nationally by each Member State. It
therefore instructs the Council:

.. to decide, before the end of March 1983 , on
the priority measures proposed by the Commis-
sion to reinforce the internal market;

.. to speed up the adoption of the Commission

current and forthcoming proposals in the field of
research, innovation and energy;

to agree rapidly and before the next European
Council on the Commission s proposal to expand
the NCI by a further 3 000 million ECD;

to give urgent .consideration at the next Coun-
cil (social affairs) to the Commission s proposals
for ways and means to ensure young people pro-
fessional training or a first work experience, and
on the reorganization of working time.

The Council (general affairs) will report to the
European Council in March on the implementa-
tion of this work-programme.

Enlargement

1.2.4. The European Council reaffirms its politi-
cal commitment to the enlargement of the Com-
munity with Spain and Portugal. The European
Council asks the Council (general affairs) to press
ahead with the negotiations with both countries
as rapidly as possible.

The European Council welcomes the inventory
presented by the Commission, which in its view

constitutes a new impulse to the enlargement
process.

The European Council stresses the importance of
rapid progress within the Community on a
number of important issues in order to facilitate a
harm()nious enlargement of the Community. In
particular, the European Council asks the Council
(agriculture) to complete urgently and before
March 1983 the revision of existing rules for cer.
tain Mediterranean agricultural products on the
basis of Commission proposals.
The European Council invites the Commission to
explore with the two candidate countries the in-
troduction of certain measures in these countries
before accession in order to prepare their
economy for accession in particularly sensitive
sectors.

The European Council asks the Council (general

affairs) to examine the issues set out in the Com-
mission s inventory with a view to balanced deci-

sions.

A report on progress will be submitted for its
next session.

Relations with non-member countries

1.2.5. The European Council stresses that the
overriding priority for the Community s economic

and commercial relations with other indus-

trialized countries will be strengthening of inter-
national cooperation in all major areas to coun-
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teract recession, with particular emphasis on a re-
turn to a stable monetary, financial and trade
situation.

The European Council states the readiness of
Member States to work for a substantial increase
of IMP quotas and their determination to contri-
bute to an early decision to this effect.

The European Council welcomes the outcome of
the GATI ministerial meeting and confirms the
Community s readiness to take part constructively

in the continuing work within the GA TI.
The European Council recalls its conclusions of
June that a genuine and effective dialogue should
take place between the United States and the
Community in areas of possible dispute. The
European Community is determined to pursue a
constructive dialogue in the appropriate form
with a view to ensuring solid and confident rela-
tions between the Community and the United
States.

It notes with satisfaction the ECIUS arrangement
on steel and the lifting of United States sanctions
related to the Siberian pipeline.

With regard to relations with Japan the European
Council was informed on the work already done
by the Commission, and it expects the Council
(general affairs) at its session in December to take
decisions on the various ways and means of im-
proving commercial relations between Japan and
the Community.

The Community has succesfully remained united
in the face of difficult problems over recent
months. The European Council is convinced that
unified and coherent Community positions are
more than ever indispensable to achieving the ob-
jectives set out above.

The European Council welcomes the work under-
taken within the Council on the recent important
Commission initiative in the field of the Com-
munity s relations with developing countries. It
stresses the importance of proceeding from this
stage towards proposals to be followed up by
Council decisions on priority questions such as
the negotiations for the new ACP Convention.

There is agreement on the urgent need to bring
about an improvement of developing countries
ability to cope with their economic and financial
problems. This will be an important factor in
favour of international economic recovery.

Common fisheries policy

6. The Council noted the progress made in
the negotiations about a common fisheries policy.
It emphasized the need for agreement at the meet-
ing of the Council of Fisheries Ministers on 21
December.
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Political cooperation questions

East-West relations

1.2.7. The European Council reviewed recent
developments in East-West relations.

Following the change of leadership in the Soviet
Union the governments of the Ten emphasized
that their relations with that country will con-
tinue to be based on the same principles of firm-
ness and dialogue. They call upon the Soviet Un-
ion to make the necessary contributions to im-
prove confidence in international affairs. The Ten
are ready to respond positively to such efforts
and to work together with the Soviet Union and
the countries of Eastern Europe for a more con-
structive East-West relationship.

Therefore, the European Council expressed the
hope that all participating States in the CSCE
meeting in Madrid would take the necessary deci-
sions to permit the meeting to arrive at an early
and positive conclusion.

With this in mind, the Ten confirmed their com-
mitment to real progress in Madrid by negotiat-
ing a substantial and balanced concluding docu-
ment which will contain a precise mandate for a
conference on disarmament in Europe as well as
further progress within the human dimension of
the Helsinki Final Act. In doing so they will
cooperate with other allied and friendly States in-
cluding the neutral and non-aligned participating
States.

Poland

1.2.8. The European Council discussed recent
developments in Poland and noted with regret
that a large number of persons remain in deten-
tion, that martial law continues, and that the free
trade union, Solidarity, has been dissolved.

It also noted, however, that the recent release of
some internees, including the leader of Solidarity,
might constitute a step towards the fulfilment of
the appeal made by the Ten on 4 January 1982.

The Ten will continue to follow developments in
Poland closely and in particular study the impli-
cations of the possible lifting of martial law, in~

cluding the conditions under which this will take
place.

Afghanistan

1.2.9. The European Council in particular ex-
pressed the view that the new Soviet leadership
would make an important contribution to the im-
provement of international relations in general
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and of East-West relations in particular by reas-
sessing its position on the question of Afghanis-
tan. It endorsed the verdict of the international
community on the situation in Afghanistan, em-
bodied in the fourth successive vote of the Gener-
al Assembly of the United Nations. The people of
Afghanistan should be permitted to regain their
national sovereignty and independence and the
status of a non-aligned State.
It expressed its readiness to support any realistic
efforts to achieve a political solution and recalled
the European Council proposal of 30 June 1981
for a comprehensive settlement of the conflict.

The situation in the Middle East,
including Lebanon

10. Following a report by the Presidency on

recent contacts, the European Council discussed
events in the Middle East, where tWo . aspects 

particular continue to cause deep concern.
First, as regards the Arab-Israeli conflict, the
European Council expressed its disappontment at
the delay in grasping the political opportunity
created by the initiative contained in .President
Reagan s speech on 1 September 1982, and the

will to peace expressed in the declaration of Arab
Heads of State meeting at Fez on9 September
1982.

It called upon each of the parties to aSsume its in-
ternational responsibilities without further hesita-
tions. It expects each of the parties to cease to ig-

nore the United Nations Security Council resolu-
tions and explicity make known their approval of
these resolutions.

Secondly, the European Council continued to
view the situation in Lebanon with the greatest
concern. It particularly noted that in spite of the
various efforts made by the negotiators on the
spot, no significant progress had yet been
achieved towards the withdrawal of the Israeli
Syrian and other foreign forces.
The persistence of this situation would constitue a
threat to the integrity and unity of Lebanon, car-

rying serious dangers for the whole region.

The withdrawal of foreign fortes could be of a
progressive nature, but should take plate within a
fixed and short period of time under conditions

which would permit the Lebanese authorities to
exercise fully their rights of sovereignty over all
of Lebanon.

The Ten have already demonstrated their willing-
ness to contribute to the solution of the problems
especially by giving their support to the UN
forces and UN observers established by the Secur-
ity Council as well as the multinational force in

Beirut to which tWo of their number contribute.
The Ten and the Community are equally pre-
pared to continue to contribute to the reconstruc-
tion of Lebanon.

Statements and comments

11. At the final press conference 
Poul Schluter gave a very favourable assess-
ment of this meeting. Although there had
not been any spectacular decisions, at least a
working programme had been produced for
specific issues. Mr Fran~ois Mitterrand de-
scribed this European Council as more pro-
ductive than the previous meetings, chiefly
because more specific conclusions had been
reached on a number of matters.

Chancellor Helmut Kohl found that the dis-
cussion had been extremely ' intense' and
useful. The most important features had
been the debate on the economic and social
situation and the emphasis placed on the
need to fight unemployment especially
among the young: Europe s reputation with
the public, particularly the young, depended
on its ability to help solve the unemploy~
ment problem. Mr Kohl wanted Germany,
during its coming six-month term as Council
President, to make an important contribu-
tion to progress on enlargement, develop-

ment of the internal market and the Com-
munity s relations with the United States.

Mr Thorn was glad that the Ten had been

able to tackle problems like investment, the
NCI and the internal market earnestly and
with a certain degree of unanimity.
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December 6, 19.
EC News No. 32/1982

EC SUMMIT FOCUSES ON ECONOMIC,
SOCIAL SITUATION

Heads of State and Government of the la-nation European Community,
meeting in Copenhagen on December 3 and 4, agreed on a work
program aimed at finding solutions for economic difficulties
facing the Community, particularly the problem of unemployment.
The Community s economic and social situation was the focus of
the European Council meeting, the results of which Council President
poul Schluter, Prime Minister of Denmark, called "exceptionally
good and positive

The Council released the following communique detailing the
European Council' s accomplishments at last week' s meeting and
conclusions relating to the economic situation, the enlargement
of the EC to include Spain and Portugal and current topics in
Community and international relations:

The Economic and Social Situation

The European Council welcomes the report from the General Affairs
Council on the implementation, so far, of the economic strategy
that it had itself laid down in March and June. In particular, 
reaffirms the detailed conclusions from the joint Council of
16 November 1982 and the Council (Economic and Financial Affairs)
of 15 November 1982.

The European Council fully endorses the need for a comprehensive
strategy for achieving a marked improvement in the employment
situation through the creation of durable new jobs. The imple-
mentation of this strategy must be continued comprising a broad
range of interlinked and mutually supportive economic and social
policies both at Community and national level.

/. . 
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To this end the European Council agrees on the following priority
goal s:

reestablishing economic stability

taking into account the degree of stability achieved,
encouraging productive activity, and contributing to economic
recovery and structural improvement, particularly through continued
reduction of interest rates and through support for productive
in~estments, especially in innovative sectors

. ,~

creating more employment opportunities and professional training
possibili ties for young people to permit a fulfillment of their
justified aspirations. In this connection it is important that they
are given a chance to take advantage of the opportunities of
tomorrow I s high technology industries

exploring carefully the possibilities for greater flexibility
offered by the reorganisation of working time and mobility of
labour

strengthening the common market and intensifying action to
eliminate practlces and measures which restrict trade and distort
competi tion

pursuing a vigorous energy policy with a view to saving energy
and diversifying supply

strengthening the European Monetary System, increasing inter-
national co-operation and concertation in the field of monetary
and financial policy and trade policy.

The European Council agrees that a time-scale for specific actions
at Community level should be established to complement the
parallel efforts being undertaken nationally by each member state.
It therefore instructs the Council:

to decide, before the end of March 1983, on the priority measures
proposed by the Commission to reinforce the internal market

to speed up the adoption of the Commission I s current and forth-
coming proposals in the field of research, innovation and energy

to agree rapidly and before the next European Council on the
Commission I s proposal to expand the NCI by a further 3 billion ECD

to give urgent consideration at the next Council (Social Affairs)
to the Commission s proposals for ways and means to ensure young
people professional training or a first work experience, and on the
reorganisation of working time.

/ . . .
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The Council (General Affairs) will report to the European Cou!lcil
in March on the implementation of this work-programme.

Enlargement

The European Council reaffirms its political commitment to the
enlargement of the Community with Spain and portugal. The
European Council asks the Council (General Affairs) to press , ahead
with the negotiations with both countries as rapidly as possible.
The European Council welcomes the inventory presented by the
Commission which in its views constitutes a new impulse to the
enlargement process.

The European Council stresses the importance of rapid progress
wi thin the Community on a number of important issues in order to
facili tate a harmonious enlargement of the Community. 
particular, the European Council asks the Council (Agriculture) to
complete urgently and before March 1983 the revision of existing
rules for certain Mediterranean agricultural products on the basis
of Commission proposals.

The European Council invites the Commission to explore with the
two candidate countries the introduction of certain measures in
these countries before .accession in order to prepare their economy
for accession in particularly sensi ti ve sectors.
The European Council asks the Council (General Affairs) to examine
the issues set out in the Commission s inventory with a view to
balanced decisions.

A report on progress will be submitted for its next session.

Rela tions with Third Countries

The European Council stresses that the overriding priority for
the Community s economic and commercial relations with other
industrialised countries will be a strengthening of international
co-operation in all major areas to counteract recession, with
particular emphasis on a return to a stable monetary, financial
and trade situation.

The European Council states the readiness of member states to work
for a substantial increase of IMP quotas and their determination
to contribute to an early decision to this effect.

The European Council welcomes the outcome of the GATT ministerial
meeting and confirms the Community s readiness to take part
constructively in the continuing work wi thin the GATT.

/ . . .



The European Council recalls its conclusion of June that a genuine and
effective dialogue should take place between the United States and
the Community in areas of possible dispute.

The European Community is determined to pursue a constructive
dialogue in the appropriate fora with a view to ensuring solid and
confident relations between the Community and the United States.
It notes with satisfaction the EC/US arrangement on steel and the
lifting of United States sanctions related to the Siberian pipeline.
Wi th. regard to relations with Japan the European Council was
informed on the work already done by the Commission, and it expects
the Council (General Affairs) at its session in December to take
decisions on the various ways and means of improving commercial
relations between Japan and the Community.

The Communi ty has successfully remained united in the face of
difficul t problems over recent months.. The European Council is
convinced that unified and coherent Connnunity positions are more
than ever indispensable to achieving the objectives set out above.

The European Council welcomes the work undertaken within the Council
on the recent important Commission initiative in the field of the
Community I s relations with developing countries. It stresses the
importance of proceeding from this stage towards proposals to be
followed up by Council decisions on priority questions such as the
negotiations for the new ACP Convention.

There is agreement on the urgent need to bring about an improvement
of developing countries I ability to cope with their economic and
financial problems. This will be an important factor in favour of
interna tional economic recovery.

Common Fisheries Policy

The Council notes the progress made in the negotiations about a
Common Fisheries Policy. It emphasised the need for agreement at
the meeting of the Council of Fisheries Ministers on 21 December.

East-West Relations

The European Council reviewed recent developments in East-West
rela tions .

Following the change of leadership in the Soviet Union, the
Governments of the Ten emphasized that their relations with that
country will continue to be based on the same principles of firm-
ness and dialogue. They call upon the Soviet Union to make the
necessary contributions to improve confidence in international
affairs. The Ten are ready to respond positively to such efforts
and to work together with the Soviet Union and the countries of
Eastern Europe for a more constructive East-West relationship.
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Therefore, the European Council expressed the hope that all
participating states in the CSCE meeting in Madrid would take
the necessary decisions to permit the meeting to arrive at an
early and positive conclusion.
With this in mind, the Ten confirmed their commitment to real
progress in Madrid by negotiating a substantial and balanced
concluding document which will contain a precise mandate for a
conference on disarmament in Europe as well as further progress
within the human dimension of the Helsinki final act. In doing
so they will co-operate with other allied and friendly states
including the neutral and non-aligned participating states.

Poland

The European Council discussed recent developments in Poland and
noted with regret that a large number of persons remain in detention,
that martial law continues, and that the free trade union,
Solidarity, has been dissolved.

It also noted, however, that the recent release of some internees,
including the leader of Solidarity, might constitute a step towards
the fulfillment of the appeal made by the Ten on January 4, 1982.

The Ten will continue to follow developments in Poland closely and
in particular study the implications of the possible lifting of
martial law, including the conditions under which this will take
place.

Afghanistan

The European Council in particular expressed the view that the new
Soviet leadership could make an important contribution to the
improvement of international relations in general and of East-West
relations in particular by reassessing its position on the question
of Afghanistan. It endorsed the verdict of the international
community on the situation in Afghanistan, embodied in the fourth
successive vote of the General Assembly of the United Nations. The
people of Afghanistan should be permitted to regain their national
sovereignty and independence and the status of a non-aligned state.
It expressed its readiness to support any realistic efforts to
achieve a political solution and recalled the European Council
proposal of June 30, 1981, for a comprehensive settlement of theconflict.

The Situation in the Middle East, including Lebanon

Following a report by the Presidency on recent contacts the European
Council discussed events in the Middle East where. two aspects 
particular continue to cause deep concern.
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First, as regards the Arab-Israeli conflict, the European Council
expressed its disappointment at the delay in grasping the political
opportunity created by the initiative contained in President Reagan 

t s

speech on September 1, 1982, and the will to peace expressed in the
declaration of Arab Heads of State meeting at Fez on September 
1982.

It called upon each of the parties to assume its international
responsibilities without further hesitations. It expects each of
the parties to cease to ignore the United Nations Security Council
resolutions and explicitly make known their approval of these
resolutions.
Secondly, the European Council continued to view the situation in
Lebanon with the greatest concern. It particularly noted that in
spi te of the various efforts made by the negotiators on the spot,
no significant progress had yet been achieved towards the with-
drawal of the Israeli, Syrian and other foreign forces.

The persistence of this situation would constitute a threat to the
integrity and unity of Lebanon, carrying serious dangers for the
whole region.

The withdrawal of foreign forces could be of a progressive nature,
but should take place wi thin a fixed and short period of time and
under conditions which would permit the Lebanese authorities to
exercise fully their rights of sovereignty over all of Lebanon.

The Ten have already demonstrated their willingness to contribute to
the solution of the problems, especially by giving their support to
the UN forces and UN observers established by the Security Council
as well as the multinational force in Beirut to which two of their
number contribute. The Ten and the Community are equally prepared
to continue to contribute to the reconstruction of Lebanon. 

*************


